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Abstract 
 
Low birth weight (LBW) infants experience severe health and developmental difficulties that can impose 
large costs on society.  However, estimates of the return to LBW-prevention from cross-sectional 
associations may be biased by omitted variables, such as genetic factors.  To address this, we compare the 
hospital costs, health at birth, and infant mortality rates between heavier and lighter infants from all twin 
pairs born in the United States.  We also examine the effect of maternal smoking during pregnancy – the 
leading risk factor for LBW in the United States – on health among singleton births after controlling for 
detailed background characteristics.  Both analyses imply substantially smaller effects of LBW per se 
than previously thought, suggesting two possibilities: 1) existing estimates overstate the true costs and 
consequences of LBW by at least a factor of four and by as much as a factor of 20; or 2) different LBW-
preventing interventions have different health and cost consequences, implying that policy efforts that 
presume a single return to reducing LBW will be suboptimal. 
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comments.  We also thank David Card, Janet Currie, David Cutler, William Evans, Victor Fuchs, Lorenz 
Goethe, Michael Grossman, Jonathan Gruber, Theodore Joyce, Robert Kaestner, Karen Norberg, Jack 
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I. Introduction  

 Infants born at low birth weight (LBW) – conventionally defined as a birth weight less than 2,500 

grams – experience severe health and developmental difficulties that can impose substantial costs on 

society.  For example, the expected costs of delivery and initial care of a baby weighing 1000 grams at 

birth can exceed $100,000 (in year 2000 dollars), and the risk of death within one year of birth is over 

one-in-five.  Even among babies weighing 2000-2100 grams, who have comparatively low mortality 

rates, an additional pound (454 grams) of weight is still associated with a $10,000 difference in hospital 

charges for inpatient services.1  Studies have also established a correlation between LBW and high blood 

pressure, cerebral palsy, deafness, blindness, asthma and lung disease among children, as well as with IQ, 

test scores, behavioral problems and cognitive development.2 

 Not surprisingly, birth weight is the primary measure of a baby’s health in most analyses of infant 

health and welfare in economic research.  In some contexts, birth weight is viewed as the “output” in the 

study of infant health production functions and the maternal behaviors that impact infant well-being 

[Rosenzweig and Schultz 1983; Corman, et al. 1987; Grossman and Joyce 1990; Geronimus and 

Korenman 1992; Rosenzweig and Wolpin 1991; Rosenzweig and Wolpin 1995; Currie and Moretti 

2003].  In other contexts, birth weight is an “input” – i.e., a proxy for the initial endowment of an infant’s 

“health human capital”.  Consistent with this view, research has found that LBW infants tend to have 

lower educational attainment, poorer self-reported health status, and reduced employment and earnings as 

adults, relative to their normal weight counterparts [Behrman, Rosenzweig, and Taubman 1994; Currie 

and Hyson 1999; Behrman and Rosenzweig 2004].  Finally, birth weight has been used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of social policy.  Research on the benefits of large-scale social programs – including welfare 

and health insurance for the poor – typically use birth weight as the primary indicator of infant welfare 

[Currie and Cole 1993; Currie and Gruber 1996; Hanratty 1996]. 

 Perhaps because of its central role in research on infant health and welfare, LBW is also the direct 

target of health policy, both in the United States and abroad.  In the U.S., reducing the incidence of LBW 

has been a stated goal of several social programs targeting infant health, including Medicaid, and 

                                                
     1. These figures are based on authors’ calculations, illustrated in Figure I, which we discuss below. 
     2. For example, see Kaelber and Pugh [1969]; McCormick, et al. [1992]; Paneth [1995]; Nelson and Grether 
[1997]; Lucas, Morley, and Cole [1998]; Brooks, et al. [2001]; Matte, et al. [2001]; and Richards, et al. [2001]. 
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publicly-funded nutrition programs such as the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) program.3  The 

National Institutes of Health has encouraged research to focus on the prevention of LBW births.4  The 

World Bank’s $100 million “Second Tamil Nadu Integrated Nutrition Project” in India had “cut[ting] in 

half the incidence of low birth weight newborns” as a goal. 

 The logic behind focusing on LBW as a central target of policy is illustrated by an important 

health intervention effort in the United States – the prevention of cigarette smoking during pregnancy.  

Maternal smoking has been identified as the most significant, modifiable risk factor for LBW incidence in 

developed countries [Kramer 1987].5  The well-documented cross-sectional association between LBW 

and infant mortality has led to the reasoning that the prevention of all maternal smoking is an “optimal 

public health outcome”, since “maternal smoking is a significant risk factor for LBW infants, which, in 

turn, influences infant mortality” [Vogler and Kozlowski 2002].  Similarly, the correlation between LBW 

and the hospital costs of birth has been used to calculate the sizeable cost savings of interventions that 

encourage smoking cessation during pregnancy [Lightwood, et al. 1999]. 

 There is, however, an important caveat to these kinds of policy conclusions.6  The strong 

correlation between birth weight and costs (or between birth weight and mortality) may partially reflect 

the influence of unobserved variables.  For example, some mothers could be genetically predisposed to 

giving birth to unhealthy babies who – because of this inherent disadvantage – fail to attain normal birth 

weights.  For these babies, it may be possible to increase birth weights, but doing so would have no 

impact on mortality risk, if such risk was genetically determined.  More generally, for cost-benefit 

                                                
     3. In the United States, a motivation for the Medicaid expansion to pregnant women during the 1980s was the 
reduction of the incidence of low birth weight through expanded access to prenatal care [Currie and Gruber 1996].  
See Institute of Medicine [1996] for the LBW motivation for WIC and Kowalseki-Jones and Duncan [2002] for an 
evaluation of the birth weight benefits of the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program of WIC. 
     4. For example, the chief goal of a program announcement for NIH-sponsored research (PA-99-045) is the 
“development of innovative strategies to prevent LBW in minority populations.”  In addition, the director of the 
NICHD, has stated “[T]he increased black mortality from low birth weight is not due to weaker infants or poorer 
care.  It is simply because there are so many more low birth weight and particularly very low birth weight African-
American births.  So the key is to try to prevent these low birth weight births.” 
     5. Consistent with the literature, our calculations show that babies born to mothers who smoke during pregnancy 
are on average 9-10 ounces lighter, and over twice as likely to be of LBW than those born to non-smoking mothers. 
     6. Cross-sectional correlations between birth weight and various childhood outcomes are often used to calculate 
the costs of LBW.  For example, using this approach Lewit, et al. [1995] calculate that in 1988 the health care, 
education, and child care costs associated with the 3.5-4 million children aged 0 to 15 born at low birth weight was 
$5.5-6 billion more than if the children had been born at normal weight, and that LBW accounted for 10 percent of 
all health care costs for children. 
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assessments of policy, estimates of the returns to reducing LBW should control for factors that cannot be 

influenced by policy, such as genetics and race. 

 This study provides new evidence on the early health and economic costs of LBW, attempting to 

control for these confounding factors.7  Our first approach uses the population of twins born in the United 

States between 1983 and 2000 to examine the correlation between twin differences in birth weight and 

twin differences in hospital charges, other measures of health at birth, and infant mortality rates.  This 

strategy controls for all observed and unobserved characteristics of the mother. In the case of identical 

twins, it guarantees that the birth weight differences are entirely driven by environmental factors (e.g., 

nutritional intake within the uterus) rather than by any genetic factors. 

In a complementary analysis, we consider a specific external influence of LBW that is 1) 

arguably less directly attributable to genetics, 2) not a consequence of the inherent health of the fetus, and 

3) cited as the leading modifiable cause of LBW in the United States: maternal smoking during 

pregnancy.  We estimate the effects of maternal smoking on a variety of infant health outcomes for the 

population of singleton births, controlling for the detailed background variables available in birth 

certificate data.  The estimates are predicted to be large if, indeed, smoking causes LBW, and if LBW has 

a causal link to adverse infant health outcomes.  Here, by attributing the entire impact of maternal 

smoking on infant health to its impact through LBW, we generate estimates of the effects of LBW that are 

arguably overstated.  We recognize that this approach cannot fully control for unobserved heterogeneity 

across mothers.  Nevertheless, the analysis allows us to gauge the plausibility of the magnitudes derived 

from our analysis of twins, within an important and policy-relevant context. 

 Both approaches yield implied impacts of LBW that are many times smaller than those used in 

conventional cost-benefit calculations.  The cross-sectional OLS estimates imply that a one standard 

deviation increase in birth weight is associated with a decrease in hospital costs, a reduction in infant 

mortality, an increase in APGAR scores (an initial assessment of the baby’s health at birth), and a 

reduction in assisted ventilator use after birth, of 0.51, 0.41, 0.51, and 0.25 standard deviations, 

respectively.  By contrast, controlling for mother-heterogeneity in the twins analysis, the corresponding 

magnitudes are 0.08, 0.03, 0.03, and 0.01. 

                                                
     7. More specifically, as we discuss below, we assess the costs and consequences of intrauterine growth 
retardation. 
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Our analysis of the impact of maternal smoking during pregnancy on singleton health also points 

to a relatively weak LBW-health relationship.  We estimate a substantial impact of smoking on birth 

weight (and on LBW incidence), after controlling for detailed background characteristics using both 

regression and propensity score methods.  But the corresponding estimates of the effects of smoking on 

the five-minute APGAR score, assisted ventilation use after birth, and infant mortality are essentially 

zero.  Further, while the cross-sectional estimates typically used in the literature imply a cost savings of 

over $900-per-infant for each mother who ceases smoking during pregnancy, our estimates imply a cost 

savings of only $53-per-infant. 

There are two plausible interpretations of these findings.  The first is that the analysis identifies 

the structural impact of birth weight and that the true health benefits and cost savings of preventing LBW 

are greatly exaggerated by cross-sectional correlations.  A more cautious interpretation is that the cross-

sectional correlations, within-mother twins analysis, and the covariate-adjusted smoking analysis each 

isolate different determinants of birth weight, and therefore that the benefits to reducing LBW are highly 

dependent on the type of intervention that influences birth weight.  At a minimum, this would imply that 

LBW status is not a consistently dependable target of policy, if the ultimate objective is to minimize 

infant mortality, health problems, and consequent health care costs.  That is, the most cost-effective ways 

of preventing LBW may have little correspondence with the most cost-effective ways of minimizing 

infant health problems and consequent health care costs. 

 The next section defines the parameter of interest and describes our estimation strategies.  Section 

III describes the data and provides descriptive statistics.  Section IV presents our main findings, while 

Section V implements our robustness checks.  We discuss the implications of our results for policy and 

the broader economics literature in Section VI and conclude in Section VII. 

 

II. Conceptual Framework and Identification Strategy 

 This section discusses our framework for quantifying the costs and consequences of LBW.  We 

define the parameter of interest and describe our identification strategies; discuss the potential 

determinants of LBW; justify the outcome variables used in the study; and discuss functional form issues 

for estimating the impact of birth weight on these outcomes. 
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II.A. Parameter of Interest 

 Let 

(1) iji
'
iijij aXbwh εγβα ++++=  

where hij is the underlying health of newborn j for mother i, bwij is birth weight, Xi is a vector of mother-

specific observable determinants of health (e.g., race, age, education), ai reflects mother-specific 

unobservable determinants of health (e.g., genetic factors), and ijε represents other newborn-specific 

idiosyncratic factors, assumed to be independent of all observable and unobservable factors. 

The central parameter of interest isβ , and its magnitude is important for policy purposes.  If it is 

large and positive, it suggests substantial benefits to interventions that raise birth weights.  Estimation of 

β by OLS, however, is confounded by the existence of factors such as race, age, and education (elements 

of Xi) or genetic determinants (ai) that simultaneously influence birth weight and infant health.  The 

omitted variables formula implies that the OLS coefficient from a bivariate regression of the health 

measure on birth weight (with no other covariates included) is 

(2) 
( ) ( )

)bwvar(

a,bwcov

)bwvar(

X,bwcov

ij

iij

ij

'
iij

OLS ++=
γ

ββ  

Thus, even if there is a strong cross-sectional correlation between health measures and birth weight – and 

OLSβ  is highly significant – the strength of the relation could be driven by the correlation between birth 

weight and other factors such as race, age, education, and unobservable genetic factors. 

 The distinction between β  and the latter two terms in (2) is important.  Existing LBW-reducing 

intervention efforts in the U.S. (nutritional programs, smoking cessation) do not seek to alter the age or 

education levels of mothers, and no policy can ever affect immutable factors such as race or genetics.  

Thus, if OLSβ  is primarily driven by the latter two terms in (2), then it would be an exaggerated and 

perhaps misleading estimate of the benefits (β ) of a policy that raises birth weights. 

 

II.B. Identification Strategies 

 We use two different strategies to estimateβ .  First, we examine the population of twin births in 
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the U.S., and include mother fixed effects in the regression.  Twins share the same mother, so the 

inclusion of fixed effects effectively controls for race, age, education, family background, behaviors (e.g., 

smoking), as well as genetic factors and other unobservable mother-specific factors.  Including mother 

fixed effects is equivalent to estimating the first-differenced equation: 

(3) ( ) 2i1i2i1i212i1i bwbwhh εεβαα −+−+−=−  

where ‘1’ and ‘2’ denote the first- and second-born infants of a twin-pair.  Under the assumption that 

ijε is uncorrelated with bwij, the fixed effects estimator,FEβ , is unbiased forβ .  In the case of fraternal 

twins, genetic differences could imply that (εi1 – εi2) is correlated with (bwi1 – bwi2) leading to a FEβ  that 

is biased.  Below, we find evidence that birth weight is negatively correlated with congenital defects 

among twins, suggesting that FEβ  might overstate the impact of birth weight per se.8 

 Second, to complement this “within-mother” approach, we conduct a “between-mother” analysis.  

Specifically, we attempt to isolate variation in birth weight that is a direct result of the behavior that has 

been identified as the leading cause of LBW in the United States: maternal smoking [Kramer 1987].  It 

has been argued that since smoking induces LBW, and LBW causes infant mortality, then maternal 

smoking must have an influence on infant mortality [Vogler and Kozlowski, 2002].  To test this 

reasoning, we estimate the direct effect of maternal smoking on infant mortality and on other outcomes 

and attribute this effect entirely to the impact of smoking on birth weight. 

More formally, let 

(4) ij
'
iiij uXSMOKEbw +++= ψδλ  

where SMOKEi is an indicator for whether the mother smoked during pregnancy, uij reflects unobservable 

determinants of birth weight, and is by definition orthogonal to SMOKEi and Xi.  The reduced-form then 

becomes 

(5) ijij
*
i

*'
ii

*
ij uaXSMOKEh εβγδβα +++++=  

where *
ia  is the residual from regressing ia  on Xi.

9  Unbiased estimation of δβ  with OLS requires 

                                                
     8. Almond, Chay and Lee [2002] show the set of conditions under which the “twins estimate” should be strong 
and potentially larger than the cross-sectional “between-family” relation if birth weight is a valid policy marker. 

     9. *γ  is )( φψβγ ++  where φ are the linear projection coefficients from regressing ia  on Xi.  
*α is ( λβα + ). 
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SMOKEi to be uncorrelated with*
ia . 

There is no a priori justification for *ia  being uncorrelated with SMOKEi, and the analysis cannot 

control for unobservable differences across families.  Equations (4) and (5) implicitly assume that 

smoking behavior during pregnancy is “randomized” conditional on the observable characteristics Xi.  

While experimental studies have demonstrated an effect of smoking cessation during pregnancy on birth 

weight and LBW, they have found no effects on gestation length and APGAR scores.10  Further, the small 

numbers of women in the treatment and control groups did not allow for an analysis of the impact of 

smoking cessation on rare outcomes such as infant mortality.  Thus, all of the evidence on the infant 

mortality effects of maternal smoking stems from purely observational studies. 

 In view of this, our approach is to estimate the direct effects of maternal smoking using a large 

sample of singleton births while controlling for more detailed maternal and background characteristics 

than previous studies.  We also allow these characteristics to enter flexibly in both a regression and 

propensity score analysis.  Although this may still result in biased inference, two factors mitigate potential 

concerns.  First, the estimated birth weight effects are robust and similar in magnitude to those 

documented in the experimental literature.  Second, we attribute the entire infant health effect of maternal 

smoking to its impact on birth weight.  Thus, the OLS estimate of δβ  will overstate the importance of the 

birth weight channel if maternal smoking has a negative effect on infant health that is independent of its 

effect on LBW.  This will also be true if the omitted variables, such as genetics, are correlated both with 

smoking and poorer birth outcomes. 

 

II.C. Sources of Birth Weight Variation 

 It is generally recognized that LBW is governed by two factors: a short duration of gestation (i.e., 

prematurity), and a reduced fetal growth rate at a given gestation length, also known as intrauterine 

growth retardation (IUGR).  Empirically, gestation length is an important determinant of birth weight.  

The first row of Table I, which reports mean squared errors from regressions with birth weight as the 

dependent variable, shows that the inclusion of gestation variables (Columns 2 and 3) explains over half 

                                                
     10. The quasi-experimental studies involve randomly assigned interventions in which the treatment group is 
encouraged to cease smoking through personal visits, information dissemination, telephone calls, etc.  Some 
examples are Sexton and Hebel [1984]; Ershoff, et al. [1989]; and Windsor, et al. [1993]. 
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of the overall variance (44.43) in birth weight in a pooled sample of twins.11  Despite the significant 

contribution of gestation length to variation in birth weight, the emphasis of the literature has instead been 

on IUGR.  In a widely-cited survey of research on the determinants of low birth weight, Kramer [1987] 

notes that most research focuses on the factors causing IUGR, as opposed to those causing prematurity. 

This is perhaps because the causes of prematurity are less well-understood.  For example, interventions 

targeted at preventing premature birth, including enhanced prenatal care and nutritional interventions, 

have been found to be ineffective [Goldenberg and Rouse 1998]. 

 By contrast, studies focusing on IUGR tend to point to two important factors.  According to the 

Kramer [1987] survey, nutrition plays an important role in intrauterine growth.  In both developed and 

developing countries, low caloric intake is one of the most important modifiable contributors to IUGR.  In 

addition, Kramer [1987] finds that the other important modifiable contributor to IUGR, particularly in 

developed countries, is cigarette smoking during pregnancy.12 

 Our two empirical approaches attempt to use sources of variation in birth weight attributable to 

IUGR.  The two sources of variation are quite distinct from one another, each having advantages and 

limitations.  With smoking-induced variation in birth weight, we can directly assess whether the health 

impacts of a specific, modifiable, environmental factor match what would be predicted by a strong, 

structural link between LBW and health.  The main limitation is that the covariates we use in the 

regression and propensity score analysis may not account for all of the between-mother differences in 

genetics and other environmental factors that influence IUGR. 

By contrast, the twins analysis controls for all mother-specific factors that simultaneously impact 

IUGR and other health outcomes.  In addition, intra-pair variation in birth weight must necessarily be due 

to differences in IUGR, since twins have identical gestational ages.  An important caveat, however, is that 

the exact identities and relative contributions of the environmental factors causing intra-pair variation are 

unknown, as is their modifiability. 

For example, if twin differences arise solely because one twin’s nourishment is of higher caloric 

value than the other’s, then the twins analysis could plausibly be used to estimate the relation between 

                                                
     11. Since gestation length is measured at the level of weeks, 19.08 in the third column is arguably an upper 
bound on the residual variation in birth weight remaining after controlling for gestation length fixed effects. 
     12. Other identified contributors in Kramer [1987] were more generalized: pre-pregnancy weight, very young 
maternal age, maternal education, and weight gain during pregnancy. 
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health outcomes and LBW induced by low caloric intake of the mother – a factor that could be directly 

influenced by a health intervention.  But if, for example, the twin differences arise instead because one 

twin receives a greater supply of blood from the mother than the other, then the usefulness of the twins 

analysis for policy predictions would be considerably diminished. 

While the medical literature has identified differences in nutritional intake as the predominant 

cause of birth weight differences between twins, there exist other causes, some of which are not amenable 

to policy intervention.13  Further, even if caloric intake was the sole cause of birth weight differences 

between twins, the results from the twins analysis may not be valid for predicting the effects of increased 

caloric intake on the health outcomes of singleton births.  We return to this issue below. 

Whatever the precise mechanism, within-twin-pair differences in birth weight are large and 

account for a substantial fraction of the overall birth weight variation due to IUGR in a pooled sample of 

twins.  Column (4) of the first row in Table I shows that the mean squared error from a regression of birth 

weight on mother fixed effects is 7.54.  This implies that 40 percent of the birth weight variation due to 

differential fetal growth rates is due to within-mother differences.14  Thus, the twins analysis can be 

viewed as measuring the relation between health outcomes and 40 percent of the total variation in IUGR.  

The average difference in birth weight between heavier and lighter twins is 290 grams, with the 10th, 25th, 

50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles equal to 30, 85, 220, 400, and 620 grams, respectively.  To put these 

differences in perspective, note that maternal smoking during pregnancy – considered the most important 

modifiable cause of LBW in the U.S. – is believed to reduce birth weight by about 200 grams, on average. 

 

                                                
     13. While twins share the same supply of nourishment from the mother, this sharing is often unequal.  For 
example, for identical twins sharing the same placenta, differing insertion points of the twins’ umbilical cords into 
the placenta are believed to affect nutritional intake of each fetus, and hence contribute to intra-pair differences in 
fetal growth [Bryan 1992].  More generally, the most commonly cited factors for twin birth weight differences are: 
different implantations of placentae in the uterus leading to different nutritional intakes and blood perfusion [Zhang, 
et al. 2001]; different nutritional sources at different umbilical cord insertion points within the placenta; and 
different genetic growth potentials among dizygotic twins.  Although very rare, fetal transfusion syndrome among 
identical twins, which involves the transfer of blood from one fetus directly to the other, can cause substantial birth 
weight differences (also known as discordance) – in this case, both the lighter and heavier twins are at greater risk of 
death.  Partially due to such haemodynamic effects, monozygotic (MZ) twins that share the same placenta exhibit 
larger birth weight differences, on average, than MZ twins with dichorionic placentae [Derom, Derom and Vlietinck 
1995].  Some of this comes from a conversation with Dr. Louis Keith in the Obstetrics and Gynecology Department 
of Northwestern University, who has edited a text on multiple pregnancies [Keith, et al. 1995]. 
     14. Again, due to imperfect measurement of gestational age, the Column (3) entries may be overstated, which 
implies that the ratios in the final column may be understated. 
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II.D. Measures of Health and Costs and Within-Twin Pair Variation 

 We use four different outcome variables (hij) to characterize the consequences and costs of low 

birth weight.  First, we consider infant death at periods up to 1 year after birth.  The advantage of this 

measure is that it is a somewhat objective indicator of severe health problems, and is in fact an outcome 

of direct interest.  Smoking cessation campaigns, for example, are motivated not by how smoking impacts 

birth weight, per se, but instead by how smoking-induced LBW can affect infant mortality.  As another 

example, the U.S. National Institutes of Health has adopted the view that the difference in LBW between 

blacks and whites is the leading cause of the substantial black-white gap in infant mortality.  It is for this 

reason that it has proposed that infant birth weight be targeted for intervention. 

 Our second measure is the so-called APGAR score of initial infant health status.  The National 

Center for Health Statistics describes this measure as a “predictor of the infant’s chances of surviving the 

first year of life” and a “summary measure of the infant’s condition” (NCHS Vital Statistics Technical 

Appendix, 1990).  The APGAR score ranges from 0 to 10 and is calculated from five separate tests of 

newborn health made both one and five minutes after birth.  At the time of birth, the doctor assesses each 

of the five factors, and gives a score from 0 to 2 for each factor.  The five health factors are heart rate, 

respiratory effort, muscle tone, reflex irritability, and color, and the five scores are summed to calculate 

the APGAR score. 

Since infant death can be extremely rare at birth weights above 1,500 grams, this measure may 

provide additional information on underlying infant health at birth.  Although it is highly correlated with 

infant mortality, there is substantial variability in APGAR scores among infants who survive their first 

year of life, and this variability is highly correlated with different measures of health at birth.15  Also, 

using data from the National Maternal and Infant Health Survey (NMIHS), we find that the 5-minute 

APGAR score is a significant predictor for measures of health, cognitive ability, and behavioral problems 

of the child at age three, after controlling for family background variables and infant birth weight.16  We 

                                                
     15. In our sample, controlling for infant death in the first year removes 1) under 30 percent of the overall 
variation in the 5-minute APGAR score, 2) 7 percent of the variation in APGAR scores at fixed gestation lengths, 
and 3) two percent of the variation in scores within families.  Further, among infants that survive their first year of 
life, APGAR scores are highly correlated with: 1) gestation lengths across families in which both twins survive; and 
2) assisted ventilator use after birth both across families and within twin pairs in which both survive. 
     16. The NMIHS is one of the only datasets that contains information on APGAR score and health outcomes 
subsequent to the first year of life.  In the analysis, we adjust for mother’s age (cubic), race, schooling (cubic), 
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conclude that APGAR scores contain information on infant health that is independent of infant mortality. 

 Our third outcome measure is the newborn’s utilization of a ventilator for assisted-breathing 

shortly after delivery.  This indicator incorporates health providers’ subjective assessment of the infant’s 

immediate medical needs and hence – indirectly – their underlying health.  When it is utilized, it can also 

comprise a large share of the overall costs of delivery.  It is important to note that assisted ventilation is 

administered not simply on the basis of whether a newborn is premature.  If this were the case, then there 

would exist little correlation between its use and IUGR in the first place.  On the contrary, even after 

controlling for gestation length, birth weight is a strong predictor of ventilator use.17  This is consistent 

with what we learned from consultation with Dr. David Rubenstein, director of the Neonatal Intensive 

Care Unit at Columbia-Presbyterian hospital – that ventilators were originally developed for term babies, 

and then subsequently expanded to treat preterm babies as well.18 

 The second through sixth rows of Table I show that there is substantial within-twin-pair variation 

in these three measures of health.  Intra-pair differences in mortality account for 45 to 68 percent of the 

variation in infant death conditional on gestation length (last column).  The within twin-pair variations in 

APGAR scores and ventilator use are similar in magnitude.  These findings suggest that the factors that 

cause differences between twins of the same mother may also be important in explaining across-family 

differences for infants of the same gestational age.  We also find that the APGAR score is a substantive 

predictor of the within-twin-pair variation in infant death and ventilator use.  Thus, the relatively small 

birth weight effects that we find do not appear to be the result of either measurement error in the 

outcomes or behavioral responses of parents and hospitals (e.g., keeping the twins together). 

 Our fourth and final outcome measure is a proxy for hospital costs.  Specifically, we use data on 

                                                                                                                                                       
household income, child’s sex, state of birth, and birth weight.  We find that the APGAR score has a negative, 
statistically significant association with the likelihood of having various chronic childhood diseases (e.g., asthma 
and hearing problems) at age three.  Further, the APGAR score is positively and significantly associated with 
achieving various developmental milestones (results available from the authors). 
     17. With our twins sample, a regression of ventilator use on birth weight among pairs where both twins survived 
yields a coefficient of –0.084 (per 1,000 births, per gram) with a standard error of 0.0018.  When gestation length 
dummies are included the coefficient is –0.426 with a standard error of 0.00314.  Furthermore, among the more than 
three million singleton births in 1989 with information on ventilator use, IUGR infants (those with birth weights less 
than the 10th percentile for a given gestational age) are twice as likely to be given assisted ventilation and three times 
as likely to require more than thirty minutes of assisted ventilation than non-IUGR infants. 
     18. The primary cause of respiratory distress among premature infants is surfactant deficiency [Behrman, 
Kliegman, and Jenson 2000].  There was a sizeable increase in the use of ventilators among preterm infants after the 
introduction of surfactant therapy in late 1989, which led to greatly improved survival rates among infants born 
severely premature. 
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the total charges incurred by the hospital for the delivery and initial care of the infants, derived from 

hospital inpatient discharge abstracts.  Strictly speaking, the data provide information on hospital charges 

which are claimed for billing purposes.  Thus, while recognizing that they are conceptually different, we 

use the terms “costs” and “charges” interchangeably throughout the paper.  When using hospital charge 

data in an analysis of twins, it is important to consider three potential problems.  First, to the extent that 

hospitals “lump together” and “split” charges for twins, even if one twin receives different medical 

procedures, there will be little within-pair variation in charges to explain, thus biasing any result towards 

zero.  As Table I shows, however, the contribution of intra-pair variation to the overall cross-sectional 

variation in hospital charges is about (2.958/14.410) 21 percent; this is comparable in magnitude to the 

analogous figures for one-day mortality, 5-minute APGAR score, ventilator use, and birth weight.19 

 Second, there could be sample selection based on whether the charges were assigned to the 

mother – whom we generally cannot link to the infants.  This is problematic insofar as this potential 

sample selection is correlated with birth weights.  We did find, however, that mean birth weights for the 

twins in the discharge data are very similar to those in our vital statistics data, which does not suffer from 

this selection bias.  We also find that the pooled cross-sectional and fixed-effects estimates of the 

relationship between birth weight and early-life mortality are similar in the two datasets. 

A third concern is that infants within the same twin-pair could be given treatments that are 

charged to different payers, who may have different payment schedules.20  For example, if one of the 

twin’s charges are billed to the Medicaid program while those of the other are not, and this is 

systematically correlated with birth weight, this could cause a bias in the fixed effects estimates.  To 

assess the importance of this problem, we regressed 1) an indicator of whether the expected payer is the 

Medicaid program, and 2) whether the charge will be “self-paid” on birth weight, with mother fixed 

effects.  In neither of these regressions are the charges significantly related to birth weight. 

 Unfortunately, the hospital discharge data used in this study do not contain information on the 

smoking behavior of the mother during pregnancy, and, to date, we have not found any study that has 

used such data.  As a result, we can only examine the direct association between maternal smoking and 

                                                
     19. Since the discharge data do not contain gestation length information, we cannot compare the intra-pair 
variation in hospital charges to the variation at given gestation lengths. 
     20. Approximately 4 percent of the matched twin pairs have different expected payers. 
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three of the outcomes of interest.  However, the effect of maternal smoking on the use of assisted 

ventilation provides evidence on at least one costly procedure. 

 

II.E. Functional Form Issues 

 There are a number of important functional form issues involved in estimating Equations (3), (4), 

and (5).  First, the relationships between birth weight and various health and cost outcomes may be 

nonlinear.  Thus, we additionally estimate fixed effects models that include a set of dummy variables for 

discrete birth weight categories, given by 

(6) iji
'
ik

k

k
ijij aXDh εγβα ++++= ∑  

where k
ijD  is an indicator variable that is equal to one if the j th infant of the i th mother is in the kth (out of 

200) quantile of the overall birth weight distribution.21  We plot the entire set of estimated coefficients of 

kβ  to give a complete picture of the effects at different parts of the birth weight distribution. 

 To quantify the slopes of the relationship throughout the birth weight distribution, we simply 

replace k
k

k
ijD β∑  in (6) with a piecewise linear spline specification with break points at 600, 800, 1000, 

1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 grams, and report the slope coefficients for each segment.  For all health and 

cost outcomes, we use least squares to estimate these equations with and without fixed effects.  For the 

binary outcome variables, mortality and ventilator use, we also estimate the above specifications by logit 

and fixed-effects conditional logit to examine sensitivity to the specification of the probability model. 

 Finally, for the maternal smoking analysis, we implement a propensity score procedure.  The 

most flexible way to incorporate covariates is to simply compute smoking-nonsmoking differences for 

each distinct value of the observed covariates X, and average those differences.  Due to the high 

dimension of X, we instead use a propensity score approach [Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983].  Specifically, 

we estimate a logit model that predicts the probability of maternal smoking during pregnancy based on all 

of the “pre-treatment” covariates that have been determined prior to pregnancy.  These include mother’s 

and father’s age, education, and race, marital status, number of previous live births and terminations, 

                                                
     21. For the pooled singletons’ plots, we used 655 quantiles of the conditional distribution of birth weights below 
3,000 grams. 
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prenatal care usage, months since last birth, immigrant status, county of birth, indicators for previous 

births over 4000 grams or LBW, indicators for alcohol use, and indicators for medical risk factors. We 

then group the predicted probabilities of smoking for each observation – i.e., the propensity score – into 

200 equal-sized bins from the overall distribution of propensity scores.  To graphically illustrate the 

estimated “treatment” effects, we present the average outcomes for both smokers and nonsmokers in each 

of the 200 cells in which the propensity score is held constant. 

 

III. Data and Summary of Differences between Twins 

We utilize two different data sources on twin births.  The first is the annual, linked birth and 

infant death micro data produced by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).  These files 

provide detailed information on the population of U.S. twin births and death information for those who 

die within their first year of life.  The second is the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) State 

Inpatient Database, produced by the Department of Health and Human Services.  The HCUP database 

contains detailed information collected from hospital discharge abstracts in participating states. 

 

III.A. Linked Birth-Infant Death Data: 1983-1985, 1989-1991, 1995-1997 

These micro data files provide detailed information on the universe of births occurring each year 

in the United States, as reported on birth certificates, linked to death certificate information for the infants 

who die in their first year of life.  The natality portion of the linked data provides socioeconomic and 

demographic information on each mother giving birth, including maternal age, race, educational 

attainment, marital status, childbearing history, prenatal care, and geographic residence.  Beginning in 

1989, the files also contain information on mother’s tobacco use during pregnancy.  Information on the 

father includes age, race, education, and Hispanic origin.  The natality portion also includes detailed 

information on the newborn infant, including baby’s sex, race, gestational age, birth weight, APGAR 

scores, use of assisted ventilation, and plurality – i.e., whether the infant was part of a multiple birth. 

 For the infants who die by the age of one, NCHS matches detailed information drawn from death 

certificates to the corresponding birth record.  This information includes the infant’s age at death in days, 

where the death occurred, and the precise cause of death.  Annual linked birth/infant death files are 
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available from 1983 through to the present, with the exception of the years 1992, 1993, and 1994, when 

only “unlinked” natality and mortality detail files are available.  In the 1989 birth cohort, for example, 

approximately 97.4 percent of the 38,605 infant death records are matched to one of the 4,045,881 

natality records. 

 Our main analysis of twins takes advantage of a useful aspect of the infant birth/death data: 

beginning with the 1989 file, records for twin pairs are located next to each other.  This fact, combined 

with detailed parental and pregnancy characteristics, allowed us to easily construct twin-pairs.  The 

precise algorithm is described in the Data Appendix.  An alternative approach to matching twins (also 

described in the Data Appendix) is to match infants with identical parental covariates among the sub-

sample of records identified to be a multiple-birth event.  It was necessary to use this procedure for the 

earlier, 1983-1985 data, since twin records were not adjacent in those data.  Subsequent to our initial 

analysis in Almond, Chay, and Lee [2002], the NCHS released the 1995-1997 Matched Multiple Birth 

Data Set, which uses a “covariate-matching” algorithm that is similar to the procedure that we used for 

the 1983-1985 data.22  We have investigated the sensitivity of our results to our initial (record-adjacency) 

algorithm, our own covariate-matching algorithm, and the algorithm used by the NCHS: all algorithms 

yield nearly identical results.  Finally, it is important to note that any false matching of infants to twin-

pairs will tend to bias the within-twin estimate towards the pooled cross-sectional estimate; thus, any 

difference between the fixed-effects and cross-sectional estimates will, if anything, be an understatement 

of their true difference. 

 

III.B. Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project Data: 1995-2000 

The HCUP state inpatient database contains detailed information from the universe of hospital 

discharge abstracts in participating states.  In 1995, discharge data for thirteen states are available with 

approximately 14 million records.  In 2000, 18 states provided data with approximately 16.5 million 

discharge records.  According to HCUP, approximately 80 percent of all U.S. hospital discharges are 

covered in their data. 

                                                
     22. These data are used in Conley, Strully, and Bennett [2003]. 
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The HCUP data include detailed information on hospital stays and patient characteristics.  

Clinical information includes the diagnosis, course of treatment, information on the attending physician, 

primary surgeon, the length of hospital stay, charges incurred during hospitalization, and the disposition 

of the patient at discharge.  Core demographic information on the patient is also provided, including the 

age, race, and sex, and geographic residence of each patient.  Finally, information on the timing of 

admission, discharge, hospital at which treatment occurred, and the expected payment source is also 

included. 

For the purposes of this study, the key data elements are the birth weight of newborn infants, the 

diagnosis (used to select twin births, as described in the Data Appendix), and the charges incurred in the 

course of treatment.  The availability of individual data elements varies by State.  Only five of the 

eighteen states provide information on birth weight: Arizona, Colorado, Maryland, New Jersey, and New 

York.  Of these five states, our analysis uses 1995-2000 discharge data from New York and New Jersey, 

which compose almost one-quarter of all available discharge records in 2000.  We also examined the 

discharge data from Maryland, which provided nearly identical results (available from the authors).23 We 

use a covariate-matching approach to construct a data set of 44,410 (non-Hispanic white and black) 

newborn twins in New Jersey and New York between 1995 and 2000. The details of the matching 

algorithm are described in the Data Appendix. 

 

III.C. Twins Compared with Singletons 

Although twins represent a small subpopulation of all infants born in the U.S., they are of great 

interest in the health and biomedical literatures for several reasons.  First, while constituting 3 percent of 

all births in the U.S. in 1997, twins accounted for 21 percent of all LBW births, 14 percent of preterm 

births, and 13 percent of all infant deaths [Kogan, et al. 2000].24  Further, Kogan, et al. [2000] finds that 

multiple births have accounted for an increasing share of all LBW infants over the past 20 years.  Since 

LBW is strongly associated with increased risk of infant mortality and subsequent developmental 

                                                
     23. As more than half of the Arizona discharge records are missing information on birth weight, Arizona is 
excluded from the analysis, along with Colorado, which has the smallest sample size (15 percent of the New York 
sample).  We do not include Maryland in our analysis since the (location-based) algorithm used to match Maryland 
twins is different from the algorithm (location- and covariate-based) used to match New York and New Jersey twins. 
     24. In the 1989-1991 sample, twins account for over 2 percent of all births, 15 percent of LBW births, and 10 
percent of all infant deaths in the United States. 
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difficulties, several researchers have suggested that the rising incidence of twin births is an important 

public health problem.25  Finally, several studies suggest that interventions that decrease infant mortality 

among twins should be applicable to other high-risk groups [e.g., Fowler, et al. 1991]. 

Table II provides summary statistics for both singleton and twin births for one of the years of data 

used in our analysis, 1989.  It highlights some of the main similarities and dissimilarities between the two 

populations.  Mothers of singleton and twin infants have comparable demographic characteristics, along 

race, age and education.  Owing to the large sample sizes, the differences are statistically significant, but 

the means are similar – mothers of twins are slightly more likely to be black, older, more educated, and 

married.  In addition, they are more likely to be anemic and have pregnancy-associated hypertension. 

There are several, important differences between the two infant populations.  First, twins are 

much more likely to die within 1-day, 1-week, 1-month, and 1-year of birth than singletons.  In addition, 

twins tend to be lighter, with mean birth weights about 950 grams lower than singleton newborns.  As 

Table II shows, the entire distribution of twin birth weights is shifted leftward in comparison to the 

singleton distribution.  Indeed, the median twin would be considered a LBW baby.  These two facts have 

been previously cited as evidence that birth weight differences may indeed be a cause of the twin-

singleton gap in infant mortality. 

However, the table also shows substantive differences in the gestation lengths of twin and 

singleton births.  The median twin is born prematurely, and the difference in the distributions of gestation 

length is similar to that for birth weight.  There are also large differences in APGAR scores, the incidence 

of a breech birth, and the incidences of abnormal conditions and congenital anomalies at birth.  Thus, 

along many measures, twins tend to be less healthy at birth than singletons. 

The prevalence of twins with low weights is helpful for the identification of the birth weight 

effects.  This is especially relevant since the cross-sectional relation between birth weight and adverse 

outcomes among singletons is steeper at very low weights (as shown in Figure I below).  Further, the 

cross-sectional relation between infant mortality and gestation length differs for twins and singletons. 

                                                
     25. For example, Behrman and Rosenzweig [2001] calculate that twinning results in a 12 percent reduction in 
lifetime earnings when compared to singleton births due to their (28-ounce) lower birth weights.  They conclude that 
the growing incidence of twin births resulting from the increased use of fertility procedures among older women 
imposes significant costs on children’s future development. 
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Appendix Figure I plots the average birth weight and infant mortality rate for the twin and 

singleton populations in 1989, by infant gestation length.  At gestation lengths below 27 weeks, there is a 

statistically significant, twin-singleton gap in infant mortality.  This gap is similar for those born at 20-23 

weeks compared to those born at 24-26 weeks, even though the birth weight difference grows from less 

than 100 grams to about 250 grams.  In addition, the twin-singleton difference in infant mortality is 

insignificant at 28 to 38 weeks of gestation (and changes sign for 31-37 weeks), even as the birth weight 

difference grows to well over 500 grams (over one pound).  Taken literally, these results suggest that 

either: 1) birth weight per se is not the cause of the twin-singleton infant mortality gap, or 2) the effects of 

birth weight on infant mortality only exist for infants born at less than 27 weeks of gestation and/or born 

with a birth weight below 1000 grams.26 

In view of these differences, we do two things when reporting our results.  First, we compare the 

fixed effects estimates to the pooled cross-section estimates for the same twins population.  This ensures 

that the differences between the two sets of estimates can be attributed to the presence of omitted 

variables, rather than to a changing population.  Second, we compare the pooled cross-section estimates 

for the twins to that for the singleton population.  The extent to which they are similar can suggest that 

twins are subject to the same LBW-outcome relation (Equation 1) and to the same kinds of omitted 

variable biases (Equation 2) as singletons. 

Finally, in our analysis, we present results that both include and exclude pairs where at least one 

twin has a congenital anomaly, which is a defect present at birth.  These include genetic defects and 

disorders, but also include conditions that could plausibly be the result of damage incurred during fetal 

development.27  Thus, in an effort to make our analysis more relevant for evaluating policies that focus on 

influencing birth weight per se, we present both sets of results.  As we show below, the exclusion of pairs 

of infants with congenital anomalies reduces the magnitudes of the birth weight coefficients further.  For 

                                                
     26. Two-thirds of the estimated association between the twin-singleton difference in birth weight and the infant 
mortality difference can be explained by twin-singleton differences in gestation length, measured in weeks (results 
available from the authors).  Loos, et al. [2005] conclude that the factors underlying twin-singleton differences in 
intrauterine growth include peripheral umbilical cord insertion, fusion of placentas, chorionicity, and limited uterine 
size of the mother. 
     27. For all congenital malformations, there is a higher concordance among monozygotic than dizygotic twins 
(e.g, 5-times greater for cleft palate), suggesting that malformation differences within twin pairs are partially due to 
genetic differences [Bryan 1992].  However, for many malformations, MZ twins are more likely than not to be 
discordant. 
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cost-benefit calculations, we use the coefficients for the entire sample to give a conservative, understated 

view of the importance of omitted variables. 

 

IV. Empirical Results 

IV.A. Main Twins Results 

 Table III reports the coefficients from linear regressions of several different outcomes on birth 

weight (in grams) for different samples of twin pairs.  The health outcomes data are for all twins born in 

the United States between 1989 and 1991, and the hospital costs data are for twins born in New York and 

New Jersey between 1995 and 2000.  The cross-sectional OLS estimates in the first column indicate that a 

one standard deviation increase in birth weight (667 grams or one pound and seven ounces) is associated 

with a decrease in hospital costs of about $19,500 (in $2000), or about 0.51 of a standard deviation.  

When mother fixed effects are included in the second column, the costs estimate falls by a factor of 6, 

implying a $3,200 decrease in hospital costs. 

 A similar dramatic drop in the magnitudes occurs for the other outcomes.  The first and second 

columns show that the coefficients for mortality within one year, one-day, one-month fall – when 

including mother fixed effects – by factors of 5, 10, and 7, respectively.  The parameter estimate for five-

minute APGAR score similarly falls by a factor of 9.  The magnitude for ventilator use falls by a factor of 

20, and the point estimate for ventilator use for more than 30 minutes is statistically insignificant. 

 The third and fourth columns illustrate the sensitivity of the fixed effects estimates to the 

inclusion of twin pairs with congenital anomalies.  Overall, the coefficients in the third column fall by no 

more than 10 percent, compared to the first column.  On the other hand, the exclusion of these cases 

(which make up about 3 percent of the sample) cause the fixed effects estimates to fall by additional 

factors of 2 or 3 (compared to the second column).  After excluding these pairs, neither of the coefficients 

in the ventilator use regressions are statistically significant.  The fixed effects estimates for the full sample 

are five to 20 times smaller in magnitude than the cross-sectional estimates, and they are 14 to 40 times 

smaller than in the cross-section for the sample excluding “anomalous” pairs.28 

                                                
     28. Adding controls for infant gender and birth order to the regressions results in nearly identical findings. 
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We conclude that a substantial portion of the remaining within-twin correlation between birth weight and 

the outcomes is driven by one of the twins having a congenital abnormality.  Since many birth defects (for 

example, Down’s syndrome) are clearly not the result of low birth weight, we believe that cases that can 

be identified as congenital anomalies at birth should be excluded from the analysis.  Nevertheless, since 

we do not have the congenital anomaly variable in the HCUP data, and to be more conservative in our 

conclusions, our cost calculations use the estimates from the sample that includes the pairs with 

congenital abnormalities. 

 Figures I and II present our graphical analysis of the birth weight effects that allow for very 

flexible relationships between birth weight and the outcomes of interest.  In each figure, the solid circles 

are the means of the outcome, by quantiles (200 of them) of the birth weight distribution.  The solid 

squares are the corresponding fixed effects estimates – that is, the estimated coefficients βk from the 

specification in Equation (6).29  When data on congenital anomalies are available, the solid triangles are 

the fixed effects estimates when infants with those anomalies (and their co-twins) are excluded from the 

sample. 

 In Figure Ia, the cross-section reveals a peak in costs for hospital services of $160,000 for a twin 

infant weighing nearly 800 grams at birth, and a steady and significant decline in costs with increases in 

birth weight.30  The fixed effects estimates reveal a substantially smaller effect throughout the 800 to 

2,000 gram range of birth weights.  The contrast between the cross-sectional and fixed effects 

associations is more pronounced in the 2,000 to 2,500 gram range.  For the cross-section the decrease in 

costs continues to be substantial until the 2,500 gram mark.  By comparison, the fixed effects estimates 

are relatively flat throughout that range of birth weights. 

 Figure Ib shows qualitatively similar results for mortality rates within one year of birth.31  In the 

cross-section, the relationship between birth weight and mortality is steepest in the 300 to 1,000 gram 

                                                
     29. The average of the mother-specific intercepts is used in reporting the results. 
     30. The rise in costs in the 300 to 800 gram range is likely due to a simple selection effect, as babies born in that 
weight range are highly likely to die soon after birth, and therefore accumulate fewer charges for hospital services.  
In the HCUP data, we find infant death rates before discharge that are very consistent with this selection effect. 
     31. Even though IUGR is emphasized in the literature, studies that have computed cost implications have not 
used LBW variation conditional on gestation length.  To be consistent with this convention, our cross-sectional 
estimates do not include controls for gestation length.  For completeness, however, we also derived cross-sectional 
estimates and figures that are adjusted for a full set of gestation-length (at the week level) dummies; the HCUP data 
do not include gestation length information.  The results for infant mortality, 5-minute APGAR score, and assisted 
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range.  This is also the range of birth weights in which the differences between the cross-sectional and 

fixed effects gradients are the largest – that is, the fixed effects slopes are substantially smaller in 

magnitude than the cross-sectional slopes.  On the other hand, the fixed effects and cross-sectional 

gradients are similar in the 1,000 to 1,500 gram range. 

 The results for the 5-minute APGAR score in Figure IIa show significant differences between the 

cross-sectional and fixed effects “response functions” throughout the birth weight distribution.  In the 

cross-section, the APGAR-birth weight relation is strongly positive even at birth weights well above 

1,000 grams.  The fixed effects estimates reveal a somewhat positive relation in the 300-800 gram range, 

but little relation at birth weights above 800 grams.32 

 There are more striking differences between the cross-sectional and fixed effects profiles for the 

use of a ventilator for assisted breathing in Figure IIb.  In the cross-section, ventilator use for more than 

30 minutes, which is considered a stronger indicator of initial health problems than overall ventilator use, 

is strongly negatively related to birth weight in the 800 to 2500 gram range.33  By comparison, the fixed 

effects estimates reveal essentially no relation between birth weight and the use of this expensive 

procedure. 

 Figures Ib, IIa and IIb also show that excluding the small number of infants with congenital 

anomalies tends to further flatten the birth weight-outcome profiles.  Based on this pattern – and the 

qualitative similarity between the ventilator and hospital costs profiles – it seems plausible that the fixed 

effects profile for costs at discharge is also partially driven by these congenital anomaly cases. 

 Finally, Figures I and II also present the cross-sectional relations for the population of singleton 

births, represented by the open circles.  For every outcome that we examine, the birth weight profiles for 

the singletons’ population are virtually identical to the cross-sectional profiles for the twins’ population.  

This is consistent with the notion that the cross-sectional relationships for singletons are subject to 

omitted variables biases of the same magnitude as for the twins population.  Strictly speaking, however, 

                                                                                                                                                       
ventilation are qualitatively similar to those presented here – controlling for mother fixed-effects significantly 
reduces the implied “impact” of birth weight relative to cross-sectional estimates that are adjusted for gestation 
length (results available from the authors). 
     32. We find very similar results for the one-minute APGAR score [see Almond, Chay, and Lee 2002]. 
     33. Again, the hump-shaped pattern at extremely low birth weights can be explained by a selection effect in 
which these babies die before having the opportunity to use a ventilator for assisted breathing.  Almond, Chay, and 
Lee [2004] document very similar results for overall incidence of ventilator use. 
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we cannot rule out the possibility that singletons and twins have very different “structural” relations 

between birth weight and health outcomes, and also have different omitted variables that offset each other 

to yield a similar cross-sectional reduced-form relationship.  This is one of the reasons why it is 

instructive to examine the singleton population by itself, using a completely different source of birth 

weight variation, as we do with maternal smoking in Section IV.C. 

 

IV.B. Magnitudes of the Twins Effects 

 Table IV presents estimates of the implied impact of birth weight in terms of its effect on the 

outcomes per gram of birth weight.  Since the effects are highly nonlinear, we estimate piecewise linear 

splines with knot points at 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 grams.  The table reports the slope 

coefficients for each segment of the spline, for both the cross-sectional OLS and fixed effects 

specifications applied to the full samples of twins. 

 First, we consider the results for costs incurred by the hospital before discharge.  In Table IV the 

cross-sectional estimate implies that each gram increase in birth weight is associated with a $30 reduction 

in hospital costs, whereas the fixed effects estimate implies a $5 dollar cost reduction.  Table IV shows 

that even as the marginal effect of birth weight on costs varies significantly across the birth weight 

distribution, the fixed effects estimates are considerably smaller in magnitude than the corresponding 

“pooled cross-section” estimates.  For the birth weight range of 800 to 2,500 grams, the fixed effects 

coefficients are 3.1 to 5.7 times smaller than the pooled coefficients.  In the 2,500-3,000 gram range, the 

pooled coefficient implies a statistically significant five dollar reduction in costs for every added gram in 

weight, but the corresponding fixed effects estimate implies a point estimate of no cost savings. 

 The next sets of columns in Table IV show qualitatively similar results for any ventilator use and 

ventilator use for more than 30 minutes.  The fixed effects slope coefficients are statistically insignificant 

throughout the birth weight distribution.  For the APGAR score, the fixed effects coefficients are 3 to 20 

times smaller than the cross-section coefficients. 

 For infant mortality in the final two columns, the differences between the cross-section and fixed 

effects estimates are particularly large at birth weights below 1,000 grams.  For example, in the 600 to 

800 gram range, the cross-section estimate is –2.11 per 1,000 live births, while the fixed effects estimate 
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is –0.42.  On the other hand, in the 1000-1500 gram range the cross-section and fixed effects estimates are 

–0.23 and –0.17, respectively. 

 When interpreting their magnitudes, these two sets of estimates must be placed within the context 

of the highly nonlinear relationship illustrated in Figure Ic. For example, consider a 200 gram increase in 

birth weight.  In the 600-800 gram range, the cross-section estimate implies a decrease in the probability 

of death of 42 percent; the corresponding fixed effects estimate implies a decrease of 8.4 percent.  On the 

other hand, that same 200 gram increase in the 1000-1500 gram range implies decreases in the probability 

of death of 4.5 and 3.4 percent for the cross-section and fixed effects estimates, respectively. 

 Table V summarizes the excess costs associated with low birth weight, as implied by both the 

cross-sectional and fixed effects estimates.  For every infant born under 2,500 grams in the NCHS birth 

certificate files (1989-1991), we calculated how much money would be “saved” by raising their weight to 

2,500 grams.  That is, we imputed the hospital costs in excess of the costs associated with 2,500 grams for 

every infant, using the slope coefficients in the first two columns of Table IV.  Table V reports the 

average imputed value within each birth category.  In each category above 600 grams, the fixed effects 

estimates imply significantly smaller excess costs associated with low birth weight.34  For example, the 

cross-sectional estimates imply that increasing the weight of a typical baby born in the 800-1000 gram 

range to the “normal” weight range would save over $127,000 in hospital charges.  However, the fixed 

effects estimates imply a cost savings of $37,000. 

 Also, the degree of omitted variables bias appears to grow larger in higher birth weight 

categories.  For example, the implied excess costs among infants born in the 1500-2000 gram range are 

3.7 times smaller for the fixed effects estimates relative to the cross-section.  For the 2000-2500 gram 

range, the fixed effects estimates are 5.7 times smaller than the cross-sectional estimates. 

 These differences have striking implications for the calculation of the aggregate costs of LBW in 

the United States population.  The distribution of birth weights can be applied to the numbers in Table V 

to impute the aggregate excess costs for all infants born below 2,500 grams.  For twins born in the U.S. 

between 1989 and 1991, the cross-section estimates imply aggregate costs of LBW of $2.22 billion, while 

the fixed-effects estimates imply aggregate costs of $691 million.  Table V also shows the birth weight 

                                                
     34. The smaller excess costs among infants born below 600 grams are due to the “perverse” birth weight effects 
for babies born under 800 grams that are documented in Figure Ia and Table IV. 
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distribution for the 2.7 million singletons born in 1989 to non-Hispanic, black and white, native-born 

mothers.  For singleton births in 1989, the (twins) cross-section estimates imply aggregate costs of LBW 

of $3.40 billion, while the fixed effects estimates imply aggregate costs of $1.07 billion. 

 

IV.C. Maternal Smoking Results for Singletons 

 Figure III graphically depicts a propensity score analysis of the empirical association between 

maternal smoking during pregnancy and birth weight for the 497,139 singleton births in Pennsylvania 

between 1989 and 1991.35  First, we estimated a logit model of the propensity to smoke conditional on a 

multitude of “pre-treatment” maternal and family background characteristics.36  Then we grouped the 

estimated propensity scores into 200 equal-sized cells and separately calculated the average birth weight 

of the babies of nonsmoking and smoking mothers in each cell.  Thus, the smoking-nonsmoking birth 

weight difference in each cell provides the estimated birth weight effect of maternal smoking at a constant 

propensity score.  According to the propensity score theorem [Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983], this 

effectively adjusts for all bias due to observable confounders. 

 Figure IIIa plots the 200 smoking-nonsmoking differences in birth weight, which appear to be 

tightly scattered at around –200 grams, as the quartic polynomial fit illustrates.  This difference is 

consistent with the regression-adjusted estimate of the birth weight effect of maternal smoking reported in 

the first row of Table VI (column 2).37  In addition, it is similar in magnitude to the birth weight effects 

documented in the experimental intervention literature [e.g., Sexton and Hebel 1984]. 

                                                
     35. We focus on Pennsylvania since there is complete smoking information for over 95 percent of the mothers in 
1989-1991.  In the singleton sample, about 21 percent of Pennsylvanian women report smoking during pregnancy.  
Chay, Flores, and Torelli [2005] find similar results for the other states in which smoking reporting was 
comprehensive – i.e., Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, North Carolina, and Ohio – and in other years of data. 
     36. The variables used are mother’s age, education, race, ethnicity, marital status, foreign-born status; father’s 
age, education, race, and ethnicity; dummies for trimester of first prenatal care visit, number of prenatal visits, and 
adequacy of care; controls for alcohol use and number of drinks per week; pregnancy history variables (parity 
indicator, live birth-order, number of previous births where newborn died, interval since last live birth, indicators for 
previous birth over 4000 grams and previous birth preterm or small-for-gestational-age); maternal medical risk 
factors that are not believed to be affected by smoking during pregnancy (anemia, cardiac disease, lung disease, 
diabetes, genital herpes, hyrdamnios/oligohydramnios, hemoglobinopathy, chronic hypertension, eclampsia, 
incompetent cervix, renal disease, Rh sensitization, uterine bleeding); month of birth and county of residence 
indicators.  For the details of the specification, see Chay, Flores, and Torelli [2005]. 
     37. The regression analysis adjusts for the same variables that are used to estimate the logit propensity score 
model.  The same transformations and interactions of the variables are also included. 
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 Figure IIIb is analogous to Figure IIIa, but substitutes a binary indicator for birth weight below 

2,500 grams as the dependent variable.  The graph shows a higher incidence of LBW among smoking 

mothers, by about 3 to 4 percent, which is again consistent with the OLS estimates reported in the second 

row of Table VI.  The LBW differential appears to be slightly larger at propensity scores above 0.7.  A 

similar analysis finds no evidence of a systematic relation between maternal smoking and the incidence of 

birth weights below 1,000 grams [ see Almond, Chay, and Lee 2004].  Table VI shows that while there 

are significant raw differences in the incidences of birth weights below 1,500 and 1,000 grams (column 

1), these differences disappear after regression adjustment for maternal and background characteristics 

(column 2) – maternal smoking only appears to affect birth weights for infants with weights above 1,500 

grams.  In addition, the next rows of Table VI reveal little effect of maternal smoking on gestation lengths 

and the likelihood of a premature birth.38  Thus, maternal smoking appears to influence intrauterine 

growth rates, but not gestation durations. 

 Figure IVa is the analogue to Figures IIIa and IIIb, except that the dependent variable is now 

infant mortality within one year of birth.  The graph reveals no systematic impact of maternal smoking on 

infant mortality throughout the propensity score distribution.  The bottom two rows of Table VI show that 

while there is a significant raw difference in the infant and neonatal mortality rates of smokers and 

nonsmokers, this difference disappears after regression adjustment.39 

 In addition, Figure IVb shows no impact of maternal smoking on the 5-minute APGAR score.  

Panel c reveals no impact of maternal smoking on the probability that the newborn requires the use of a 

ventilator for more than 30 minutes.  Again, the regression-adjusted estimates in Table VI are quite 

consistent with the figures. 

 Birth weight stands out as the only variable that has a strong empirical association with maternal 

smoking, once mother’s characteristics are included in the analysis.  As noted earlier, if smoking has 

other deleterious effects on infant health independent from its effect through lowering birth weight, then 

the implied impact of birth weight on all of these outcomes is probably upwardly biased.  That is, 

                                                
     38. Live births of less than 32 weeks of gestation account for the vast majority of neonatal deaths and disorders. 
     39. The results are insensitive to dropping the maternal medical risk factors from the analysis and to dropping all 
higher-order and interaction terms from the regression specification.  Also, we find similar results when analyzing 
the direct association between maternal smoking and the outcomes of twins, who are born at much lower weight 
than singletons.  We found no evidence of an interaction effect between birth weight and gestation length – e.g., the 
birth weight effect was equally small for term and preterm infants. 
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however small the implied birth weight effect is, it would have to be even smaller if maternal smoking is 

expected to independently raise infant mortality, lower the APGAR score, or make it more likely that the 

infant will need a ventilator.  Also, we found no effect of maternal smoking on fetal death rates [Chay, 

Flores, and Torelli 2005].  This suggests that sample selection bias is probably not a first order issue in 

analyses of maternal smoking that focus on the population of live births. 

 It is useful to compare the findings from our non-experimental analysis to those of the medical 

literature on the effects of maternal smoking on infant birth weight and health.  In particular, according to 

a Cochrane review [Lumley, Oliver, Chamberlain, and Oakley 2004] of 64 randomized trials of the 

impact of smoking cessation interventions on health outcomes of fetuses and infants, the studies show, on 

average, a 33-gram increase in birth weight in response to programs that encourage pregnant women to 

cease smoking.  On the other hand, there is no evidence of a statistically significant impact on the 

incidence of neonatal mortality – consistent with the results of our analysis – although due to relatively 

small sample sizes, standard errors were substantial and even very large effects could not be ruled out. 

Sexton and Hebel [1984] is one of the more well-known of these studies (and one of three which 

specifically examines neonatal deaths).  First, it shows that the smoking cessation intervention lead to a 

20 percentage point reduction (from 83 percent for the control, to 63 percent for the treated) in late 

pregnancy smoking.  They find a corresponding 92 gram effect in birth weights with a confidence interval 

of 15.4 to 168.61 grams.  Inflating the effects by a factor of 1/0.2, this yields a point estimate of 460 

grams with a confidence interval of 77 to 843 grams.  Thus, our 200 gram estimate falls below the point 

estimate but well within the confidence interval range given by this study.  Also, in our sample mothers 

who smoke during pregnancy consume, on average, 11 cigarettes-per-day, which implies a cigarette-per-

day effect on birth weight of 18 grams.  Sexton and Hebel find that the treated group consumes 6.4 

cigarettes-per-day less than the control group in late pregnancy, implying a cigarette-per-day effect of 

14.4 grams.40 

Further, there is little-to-no association between treatment status and the incidence of birth weight 

less than 1500 grams, gestation length, and one- and five-minute APGAR scores.  As for neonatal 

mortality, 2 out of 461 live births in the control group died, while 5 out of 454 in the treatment group 

                                                
     40. It should be noted that the samples are not directly comparable, since the Sexton and Hebel study recruited 
smoking women, suggesting that the pre-intervention smoking intensities were probably particularly high. 
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died.  Thus, mortality rates were actually smaller in the control group but the confidence interval for the 

relative (treatment to control) risk of mortality ranges from 0.50 to 13.02 – too large to rule out very large 

impacts in either direction.  Overall, it appears that the presumption that impacts of smoking on birth 

weight necessarily translate into effects of birth weight on mortality are neither supported by our 

(potentially biased, but statistically precise) non-experimental statistical analysis nor by the existing 

(unbiased, but statistically imprecise) experimental evidence. 

 Finally, we use the estimates in Table IV and Table VI to calculate the savings in initial hospital 

costs achieved by encouraging women to cease smoking during pregnancy.  First, we derive estimates of 

the cost savings based on the conventional approach used in the literature – that is, we multiply the cross-

sectional estimates of the association between costs and birth weight by the raw effects of maternal 

smoking on LBW incidence.  Suppose that maternal smoking reduces birth weight by 200 grams, on 

average, and that its effect on the incidences of low, very low, and extremely low birth weights are the 

same as in column 1 of Table VI.  The costs-birth weight gradients in Table IV then imply an estimated 

cost savings of $907 for every woman who ceases smoking before pregnancy. 

 Next, we derive estimates of the cost savings based on the fixed effects estimates of the costs-

birth weight gradients in Table IV and the regression-adjusted effects of smoking on the incidences of 

low, very low, and extremely low birth weights shown in column 2 of Table VI.  Again, presume that 

maternal smoking reduces birth weight by 200 grams.  The estimated cost savings fall by a factor of 17 to 

$53 for each woman who is prevented from smoking during pregnancy.41  In Section VI, we discuss the 

implications of this finding for cost-benefit analyses of smoking intervention programs targeted at 

pregnant women. 

V. Robustness of the Findings 

In this section, we briefly summarize additional analyses – reported in greater detail in Almond, 

Chay, and Lee [2004] – that address important issues with our twins analysis.  The first major concern is 

the possibility that twins are treated more or less identically, irrespective of their health status.  That is, in 

principle, it is possible that if only one twin requires immediate medical attention and treatment (e.g., the 

                                                
     41. Ideally, we could estimate the direct effect of maternal smoking on hospital costs.  Unfortunately, the hospital 
discharge data do not contain information on the smoking behavior of mothers.  However, the adjusted estimate of 
the effect of smoking on ventilator use provides evidence that at least one costly procedure is not affected by 
maternal smoking during pregnancy. 
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need for assisted ventilation), the other receives the treatment as well.  This would naturally lead to small 

fixed effects estimates. 

This hypothesis is rejected by the data – at least for the utilization and cost measures we use in 

our study.  For example, as Table I shows, about 27 percent (0.0102/0.037) of the pooled cross-sectional 

variation in the use of assisted ventilation (more than 30 minutes) is driven by the within-pair variation, 

which should be zero if twins are treated identically.  Similarly, about 21 percent of the cross-sectional 

variation in costs is driven by within-twin pair variation.  Both of these proportions are greater than the 17 

percent of cross-sectional birth weight variation that is explained by within-pair differences. 

Furthermore, if twins are treated the same independent of health status, then within-twin pair 

differences should be uncorrelated with within-pair differences in treatment.  As documented in Almond, 

Chay, and Lee [2004], the fixed effects estimate of the effect of the 5-minute APGAR score on ventilator 

use is as large in magnitude as the pooled cross-sectional estimate and highly significant.  In addition, the 

APGAR score performs notably better than birth weight in predicting within-twin pair differences in both 

one-year and one-day mortality. 

A second important concern is that our analysis – while accounting for genetic differences across 

mothers – cannot control for genetic differences between fraternal twins of the same mother, since the 

data do not allow us to distinguish between monozygotic (identical) and dizygotic (fraternal) twins.  Thus, 

some of our twins estimates may be driven by genetic differences between dizygotic twins of the same 

mother.  Almond, Chay, and Lee [2002, 2004] provides a partial assessment of the differences in effects 

by zygosity, by examining the necessarily dizygotic infants of boy-girl twin pairs.  Overall, the fixed 

effects estimates across twin-types (boy-boy, girl-girl, boy-girl) are similar; more importantly, the 

significant fall in the estimates, when moving from the OLS to the fixed effects specification, is of the 

same magnitude across types.42 

 In Almond, Chay, and Lee [2004], we also demonstrate that our fixed effects estimates and 

qualitative conclusions are similar across: 1) different years of analysis (we examine the 1983-1985, 

1989-1991, and 1995-1997 periods); 2) functional form assumptions (we examine the results in a 

                                                
     42. Note that the stability of the results across twin-types rules out the possibility that the small coefficients are 
caused by accidental “switching” of twins at birth, since such switching will not occur for boy-girl pairs.  Conley, 
Strully, and Bennett [2003] argue that among identical twins sharing a placenta, the fixed effects estimate will 
overstate the importance of size at birth. 
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logit/conditional-logit framework, as well as examine the appropriateness of the spline specification); 3) 

alternative matching algorithms for constructing twin pairs (we compare a “record-location” matching 

algorithm to a simple covariate-matching algorithm, and also examine the NCHS algorithm); 4) whether 

the first-born in a twin pair is heavier or lighter than the second-born (we test the equality and symmetry 

of the effects by twin birth order); and 5) subgroups defined by the race and education of the mother. 

 Finally, we note that the findings here and originally reported in Almond, Chay, and Lee [2002] 

are consistent with those of Conley, Strully, and Bennett [2003], who use the NCHS 1995-1997 data to 

obtain within-pair estimates.  For example, their main result is an 18.1 percentage increase in the 

probability of dying within the first-year of life associated with a 1 pound (454 gram) decrease in birth 

weight.  18.1 percent, multiplied by the mean mortality rate of 38.71 deaths per 1000 live births, yields a 

difference of 0.181*38.71=7.01 deaths per 1000 live births.  Based on the linear regression, fixed effects 

estimate for infant mortality in Table III (column 2), a 454-gram decrease leads to (-454)*(-

0.0222)=10.07 more deaths per 1000 live births.  Thus, their estimate is slightly smaller in magnitude 

than our simple linear fixed effects estimate.  But as emphasized above, and shown in Table III and in 

Figure Ib, the comparison of the magnitudes between the cross-sectional relation and the fixed effects 

estimates, as well as the sensitivity of the results to the inclusion of twins with congenital anomalies, 

suggests that the return to reducing LBW is many times smaller than typically presumed. 

 

VI. Interpretation and Implications 

VI.A. Implications for Policy 

 In two different settings – corresponding to birth weight variation driven by intra-twin-pair 

differences and variation driven by maternal smoking – controlling for mother-specific heterogeneity 

leads to dramatically smaller effects of birth weight on several infant outcomes of interest.  In Almond, 

Chay, and Lee [2002], we find that the cross-sectional estimate of the effect of birth weight on infant 

mortality is largely insensitive to detailed controls for mother’s observable characteristics – including age, 

education, race, marital status, medical and behavioral risk factors, and prenatal care histories.  Together, 

these findings imply that unobserved factors, including genetics, lead to a severe overstatement of the 

importance of birth weight in cross-sectional analysis. 
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 There are two plausible interpretations of our results.  The first is that, due to mother-specific 

omitted variables, the payoff to LBW-prevention – in terms of cost savings or improvements in health – 

has been greatly exaggerated by the well-documented cross-sectional relationships.  For example, 

consider the study of Lightwood, et al. [1999], which provides an estimate of the direct medical costs 

associated with maternal smoking.  For their costs estimate, they multiply two numbers: the excess costs 

at discharge associated with LBW babies, and the excess risk of LBW due to smoking during 

pregnancy.43  The analysis yields an estimated $263 million (in $1995) of total hospital costs, per year, for 

the United States.  Our analysis suggests that the cross-sectional estimates of excess costs due to LBW is 

upwardly biased by a factor of 3.2, which implies that the $263 million estimate overstates the “true” 

costs of maternal smoking by $180 million.44 

 The case of maternal smoking also highlights the policy relevance of the highly non-linear 

relations between birth weight and infant outcomes that we document.  For example, the second column 

of Table VI suggests that maternal smoking does not affect the incidence of births below 1,500 grams.  In 

this case, the $263 million annual cost estimate is exaggerated by a factor of over four, and its 

overstatement of the true costs would total $200 million per year.  This sizeable reduction in the estimated 

economic benefits of smoking cessation among pregnant women has clear implications for the cost-

effectiveness of different prenatal care interventions that target maternal smoking.  It also has relevance 

for federal and state decisions on the optimal allocation of health care resources that improves infant 

health at minimal cost – for example, how to spend the U.S. states’ $206 billion settlement with the 

tobacco industry, and the cost-effectiveness of Proposition 99 in California. 

 Since our analysis is non-experimental, it may not identify the true “structural” relation between 

birth weight and early health outcomes and costs.  However, we are confident in a second, more cautious 

interpretation of the findings – that the “impact” of LBW is dependent on which environmental factor is 

influencing birth weight.  Cross-sectional birth weight variation is directly or indirectly influenced by 

immutable factors (genetics), socioeconomic factors (education, income), maternal behaviors (caloric 

                                                
     43. This is the approach most commonly used in the literature to calculate costs.  For example, see Marks, et al. 
[1990] and Windsor, et al. [1993]. 
     44. Our estimate of the excess costs due to LBW is the average of the rows in the second column of Table V (for 
the cross-section) ($21,428) and in the third column (fixed effects) ($6722), using the first column as weights.  We 
do not use the (less than 600 gram) segment, since Lightwood, et al. [1999] exclude these births from their analysis. 
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intake, smoking behavior), and other environmental factors (intrauterine environment of the fetus).  

Within-twin pair variation – which represents 40 percent of the birth weight variability due to variable 

intrauterine growth rates – holds constant all mother- and pregnancy-specific factors, and is partly 

generated by differences in fetal nutritional intake.  Our smoking analysis, on the other hand, examines 

birth weight variation due to a maternal behavior that is the leading modifiable cause of LBW in the 

United States. 

 Our findings suggest that while some interventions may indeed succeed in both raising birth 

weights and improving health outcomes, others may only be effective in raising birth weights, with little 

or no effects on health.  In other words, the most effective ways of preventing LBW may have little 

correspondence with the most effective ways of minimizing infant health complications and consequent 

health care costs. 

 More generally, other methods of infant health assessment may need to be developed.  For 

example, Wilcox [2001] emphasizes that small preterm births with extremely low weights – less than 

1000 grams – are much more informative for infant mortality than LBW births.  Even though the fixed 

effects estimates in Figure Ib are much smaller than the cross-sectional estimates, there is nevertheless a 

substantive correlation between mortality and birth weight in this extremely low weight range.  This 

suggests that interventions that impact the number of infants weighing less than 1000 grams could be 

effective in reducing infant mortality; however, their effects at the population level may still be small, as 

only one-half of one percent of all babies in the United States are born with a weight below 1000 grams. 

 

VI.B. Prenatal versus Postnatal Investments 

 Several, recent studies have documented a relation between birth weight and longer-run outcomes 

such as cognitive development, educational attainment, labor market outcomes, and adult health.45  Our 

                                                
     45. See Strauss [2000]; Matte, et al. [2001]; Jefferis, Power, and Hertzman [2002]; Durousseau and Chavez 
[2003]; Morley, et al. [2004]; and Behrman and Rosenzweig [2004].  Behrman and Rosenzweig [2001], based on a 
sample of 404 MZ female twin pairs, find intra-pair birth weight effects on educational attainment and wages that 
are larger at normal weights than at weights below 2,500 grams.  Boomsma and Ball [1998], using samples of MZ 
and DZ twin pairs, find evidence that genetic differences between siblings accounts for much of the estimated effect 
of birth weight on IQ.  Stein, et al. [1975] find that the birth cohort born during the 1944-1945 Winter famine in 
Holland had largely similar adult outcomes to cohorts born before and after the famine.  The studies that have used 
twin differences to estimate the effect of birth weight on adult health have found mixed evidence on its significance 
[e.g., Poulter, et al. 1999; Ijzerman, et al. 2000; Zhang, et al. 2001; Hübinnette, et al. 2001]. 
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analysis, which focuses on early infant outcomes, may provide some indirect evidence on the role of 

prenatal investments by the parents.  However, it provides no evidence on the interactions between birth 

weight, overall health, and postnatal investments in the child, which is an important area of research in the 

economics literature [e.g., Becker and Tomes 1976; Behrman, Taubman, and Rosenzweig 1994].  The 

relatively small effects of birth weight that we find for early infant health status suggest that previous 

studies’ findings of significant impacts of birth weight on later adult outcomes is driven more by an 

interaction between postnatal investments and initial birth weight than by the effects of birth weight (or 

prenatal investments) per se. 

 Some evidence on this question can be marshaled from the medical and epidemiology literatures 

on the effects of parental smoking on child health and development.  MacArthur, et al. [2001], which 

analyzes a randomized intervention, document no effect of maternal smoking in pregnancy on the child’s 

IQ and height at age nine.  The handful of non-experimental studies that have longitudinal data on 

maternal (and paternal) smoking behaviors during and after pregnancy find that postnatal smoking is the 

dominating predictor (over prenatal smoking) for developmental and behavioral problems, cognitive 

performance, lower respiratory illness and allergies.46 

 Finally, Chay, Flores, and Torelli [2005], find that Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is the 

only cause of infant death that has a significant correlation with maternal smoking after regression 

adjustment for mother’s characteristics.  However, whether this association is due to prenatal or postnatal 

smoke exposure is a topic of ongoing debate in the medical literature.47  In addition, experimental animal 

studies have established significant effects of postnatal, environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) exposure on 

body and brain function, but little to no effect of prenatal exposure [Gospe, et al. 1996; Slotkin, et al. 

2001].  The relative importance of prenatal and postnatal smoke exposure if of obvious health policy 

significance since women who quit smoking during pregnancy have high relapse rates following delivery 

[Fingerhut, Kleinman, and Kendrick 1990 and Kahn, Certain, and Whitaker 2002]. 

                                                
     46. See DiFranza, Aligne, and Weitzman [2004]; Ernst, Moolchan, and Robinson [2001]; Eskenazi and Castorina 
[1999)]; Bauman, Flewelling, and Laprelle [1991]; Yolton, et al. [2005]; Strachan and Cook [1997]; Cook and 
Strachan [1999]; and Kulig, et al. [1999]. 
     47. See Klonoff-Cohen, et al. [1995]; Anderson and Cook [1997]; Schoendorf and Kiely [1992]; and Dwyer, 
Ponsonby, and Couper [1999].  Almond, Chay, and Lee [2002] find a significant (though small in magnitude) 
association between twin differences in birth weight and twin differences in postneontal mortality and infant death 
due to SIDS.  Two-thirds of the overall twin differences estimate of the effect of birth weight on postneontal 
mortality is attributable to deaths due to SIDS or congenital anomalies at birth. 
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VII. Conclusion 

 We conclude by pointing out some important limitations in the scope of our analysis, and 

suggested areas of future research.  First, while we have focused on two empirically important sources of 

birth weight variation, there are undoubtedly other factors that influence birth weight.  Thus, we cannot 

rule out the possibility that the two sources of variation we have examined are the exception and not the 

rule.48  We suspect that this can only be resolved through an accumulation of evidence from studies that 

can control for confounding immutable factors, such as genetics.  Mother-level unobserved heterogeneity 

appears to be an important confounder. 

 Second, our outcomes focus on the status of the infant at birth, or shortly thereafter.  Therefore, 

we cannot make any conclusions about the relation between LBW (or birth weight more generally) and 

longer run outcomes.  The relatively small effects that we find for early infant health status suggest that 

previous studies’ findings of significant impacts of birth weight on later developmental and adult 

outcomes is more likely to be driven by an interaction between postnatal investments and initial birth 

weight, rather than due to the effects of birth weight (or prenatal investments) per se.  A more direct 

investigation of this hypothesis seems to be a useful direction for future research. 

 

                                                
     48. We note that if these are anomalies, they are not the only ones. For example, Chay and Greenstone [2003a, 
2003b] find a strong association between sharp reductions in particulates air pollution across counties and declines 
in infant mortality, with only small effects on birth weight, or the incidence of LBW.  Almond, Chay, and 
Greenstone [2003] document that the dramatic reduction in black infant mortality rates (IMR) in the United States 
from 1965 to 1971 accounts for the greatest convergence in black-white IMRs in the entire post-World War II era.  
However, they find a comparatively small change in the birth weight distribution of black infants relative to whites 
during this period. 
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Data Appendix 

Matching twins in linked birth/infant death data 

Two approaches are used to match twins in the annual linked birth/infant death data.  The primary 

approach uses the fact that beginning in 1989, multiple-birth records are generally located next to each 

other in the “denominator-plus” microdata file provided by NCHS.  Additionally, with the rich set of 

covariates included on the microdata file, twin pairs can be matched when two unique strings of parental 

and pregnancy covariates are identified. Although we examined the results from both approaches, the 

results reported in this paper use the record-location matching approach. The second approach, necessary 

for examining births occurring before 1989 when multiple births were not located next to each other in 

the “denominator-plus” file, is described in Almond, Chay, and Lee [2004]. 

 The record location-based matching approach begins by selecting all “higher-order” pregnancies 

identified with the DPLURAL variable.  For 1989, the DPLURAL variable indicates that 90,222 of the 

4,045,881 births (2.2 percent) were twin births.  The repetition of paternal and pregnancy characteristics 

indicate that adjacent twin records are part of the same twin set.  Adjacent twin records are considered 

matched twins if the following covariates are each identical: mother’s age, state of birth, state of 

residence, race, and education, marital status of the parents, father’s age, father’s education, and the 

month in which prenatal care began.  Of the 81,757 adjacent twin records that have both information on 

maternal education and birth weight, 74,472 (91%) have identical information for these nine covariates.  

Additional information on these files not used in matching suggests that incorrect twin matches are 

uncommon: of the 74,742 matched twin pairs for 1989, all but 37 of the pairs were born in the same 

month.  While a longer string of covariates could be used to increase the likelihood that adjacent twin 

records are indeed part of the same twin set, incomplete or miscoding of the second twin record can cause 

the incorrect rejection of true twin matches. 

This risk of Type 1 error needs to be balanced against the risk generated by relying more on the 

adjacency of twin records and less on the correspondence of parental and pregnancy covariates.  Relying 

more on adjacency increases the risk of Type 2 error for several reasons.  First, there appear to be 

singleton birth records that were coded as twins.  (This could possibly result from the fact that the 

plurality field, DPLURAL, should be coded as “2” for twins, whereas “2” is often used as a code for 
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“no”).  It is also possible that one twin in the pair was not born alive, and therefore will appear in the fetal 

death data rather than in the “denominator-plus” natality data.  Finally, it could be the case that while both 

twin birth records are present in the natality data, they are not adjacent in the “denominator-plus” file.  All 

of these possibilities increase the risk of incorrectly matching adjacent twin records when a more sparse 

set of covariate checks is used. 

 

Matching twins in HCUP state inpatient discharge data 

The fist step to matching twin records in the discharge data is to identify birth records where the 

newborn is part of a twin set.  In contrast to the linked birth/infant death data, there is no dedicated field 

that identifies multiple births.  In the hospital discharge data, the fields containing the diagnosis code 

DX1 (principal diagnosis) and DX2 (first secondary diagnosis) are used to select liveborn infants that are 

twins (ICD9-9-CM code equals V31, V32, or V33). 

 Like the NCHS data, the HCUP data do not provide information on the twin set to which 

individual twin records belong.  Nor are twin discharge records linked to the maternal discharge record, 

which would permit use of information on the mother in identifying which twin records are part of a twin 

set.  Nevertheless, the two basic approaches used to match twins in the linked birth/infant death data can 

be applied to the discharge records – i.e., using location of the discharge record in the ascii data and using 

a string of covariates that sibling twins should have in common.  Note, the absence of information on the 

mother also means that the birth order of the twins cannot be imputed, as it was in the linked birth-infant 

death data (using the information on the number of children born to the mother). The covariate-matching 

approach yielded larger sample sizes, so we used this algorithm for our analysis of the HCUP data. 

 The covariate approach to matching twins does not use any information on the position of records 

within the file.  Instead, it uses a string of five variables that will be common within twin sets in order to 

isolate unique pairs.  The variables used to match twins are: the zip code of the patients’ residence, the 

HCUP hospital ID number from which the twin was discharged, the month the hospital admission 

occurred, whether the admission was on a weekend, and the race of the infant twin.  Approximately 82 

percent of discharge records with twin diagnosis codes can be uniquely matched with this approach. 
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Table I: Components of Variance for Birth Weight and Outcomes among Twins 
 
 Mean squared error in OLS regressions  Ratio 
Dependent variable (1) (2) (3) (4)  (4)/(3) 
       
1989-1991 U.S. Twins       
     Birth weight 44.434 21.307 19.080 7.535  0.40 
       
     Mortality (1-year) 0.0356 0.0287 0.0219 0.0149  0.68 
       
     Mortality (1-day) 0.0183 0.0152 0.0102 0.0046  0.45 
       
     Mortality (28-day) 0.0283 0.0224 0.0158 0.0090  0.57 
       
     5-min. APGAR 1.9254 1.4078 1.1744 0.6510  0.55 
       
     Ventilator >= 30 min. 0.0370 0.0348 0.0338 0.0102  0.30 
       
1995-2000 NY-NJ Twins       
     Hospital costs 14.410 -- -- 2.958  -- 
       
       
Controls for       
   Gestation length (linear) No Yes -- --   
   Gestation length dummies No No Yes --   
   Mother fixed effects No No No Yes   
 
The hospital cost data are from 1995-2000 annual Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) State Inpatient 
Database for New York and New Jersey. All other data come from the National Center of Health Statistics 1989-
1991 Linked Infant Birth-Death Detail Files. Columns (1) – (4) provide the means squared error from OLS 
regressions that include no controls, a linear control for gestation length (in weeks), gestation length fixed effects, 
and mother fixed effects, respectively.  The final column provides the ratio of Column (4) to Column (3) – that is, 
the fraction of overall variation in outcomes, for fixed gestation lengths, that is due to within-twin-pair differences 
instead of between-twin-pair differences.  The hospital costs data do not contain gestation lengths.  Birth weight is 
measured in 100’s of grams, and hospital costs are in 10,000’s of dollars.  The sample size for birth weight, 
mortality, and assisted ventilation is 187,948.  The sample size for 5-minute APGAR score is 158,700, and the 
sample size for hospital costs is 44,410. 
 



Table II: Sample Means for Singletons and Twins in the 1989 Linked Natality-Mortality Detail File 
 
 Sample means T-ratio for diff 
 Singletons Twins in sample means 
Mother’s demographic characteristics    
   Fraction black 0.195 0.219 14.1 
    
   Education 12.8 13.0 22.2 
    
   Fraction high school dropout 0.184 0.157 17.3 
    
   Fraction college graduate 0.187 0.212 15.2 
    
   Age 26.3 27.4 51.3 
    
   Fraction teenager 0.129 0.078 45.8 
    
   Fraction 30 or older 0.289 0.360 35.5 
    
   Fraction married 0.736 0.746 5.1 
    
Mother’s Risk Factors    
   Fraction prenatal care 0.982 0.982 0.4 
    
   Number of prenatal visits 11.2 12.4 49.7 
    
   Pregnancy associated hypertension 0.030 0.067 35.1 
    
   Anemia of mother 0.018 0.035 21.0 
    
   Fraction smoke during pregnancy 0.212 0.201 5.4 
    
Characteristics of Birth    
   Fraction male 0.512 0.504 4.1 
    
   Breech birth 0.035 0.256 119.5 
    
   Abnormal conditions of newborn 0.055 0.148 62.9 
    
   Assisted ventilation (<30 minutes) 0.011 0.024 20.4 
    
   Assisted ventilation (>=30 minutes) 0.006 0.038 40.1 
    
   Congenital anomaly 0.019 0.027 12.4 
    
Infant deaths (per 1,000 live births)    
   Within 1-year of birth (infant mortality) 8.46 38.71 37.7 
    
   Within 24 hours of birth 2.73 19.27 29.0 
    
   Within 7 days 3.99 26.92 34.1 
    
   Within 28 days (neonatal) 4.99 30.62 35.8 
    
   28 days to 1 year (postneonatal) 3.49 8.19 12.5 
    
Sample size 2,655,977 58,132  
 



Table II (cont’d) 
 Sample means T-ratio for diff. 
 Singletons Twins in sample means 
Infant birth weight (grams)    
   Mean 3,369 2,417 339.6 
 (591) (670)  
   Median 3,402 2,495  
   25th percentile 3,060 2,070  
   10th percentile 2,693 1,503  
   5th percentile 2,410 1,080  
   1st percentile 1,430 501  
    
   Fraction low birth weight (<2500g) 0.061 0.504  
    
Gestation Length (in weeks)    
   Mean 39.3 36.0 201.2 
 (2.65) (3.85)  
   Median 40 37  
   25th percentile 38 34  
   10th percentile 37 31  
   5th percentile 35 28  
   1st percentile 29 23  
    
1-minute APGAR score (0-10)    
   Mean 8.02 7.30 79.9 
 (1.35) (1.97)  
   Median 8 8  
   25th percentile 8 7  
   10th percentile 7 4  
   5th percentile 5 3  
   1st percentile 2 1  
    
5-minute APGAR score (0-10)    
   Mean 8.97 8.52 70.2 
 (0.81) (1.40)  
   Median 9 9  
   25th percentile 9 8  
   10th percentile 8 7  
   5th percentile 8 6  
   1st percentile 6 1  
    
Fraction of dead with birth weight<2500 g    
   Infant mortality 0.57 0.93  
    
   Within 24-hour mortality 0.89 0.98  
    
   Neonatal mortality 0.76 0.97  
    
   Postneonatal mortality 0.30 0.79  
    
    
Sample size 2,655,977 58,132  
 
Data come from the National Center of Health Statistics 1989 Linked Birth-Infant Death Detail File.  The sample is 
restricted to non-Hispanic, black and white mothers born in the United States.  The standard deviations of the means 
are in parentheses. 



Table III: Pooled OLS and Twins Fixed Effects Estimates of the Effect of Birth Weight 
 Including congenital anomalies Excluding congenital anomalies 
Birth weight coefficient Pooled OLS Fixed Effects Pooled OLS Fixed Effects 
     
Hospital costs -29.95 -4.93 -- -- 
     (in 2000 dollars) (0.84) (0.44) -- -- 
 [-0.506] [-0.083] -- -- 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.256 0.796 -- -- 
       Sample size 44,410 44,410 -- -- 
     
Mortality, 1-year -0.1168 -0.0222 -0.1069 -0.0082 
     (per 1,000 births) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0017) (0.0012) 
 [-0.412] [-0.078] [-0.377] [-0.029] 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.169 0.585 0.164 0.629 
       Sample size 189,036 189,036 183,727 183,727 
     
Mortality, 1-day -0.0739 -0.0071 -0.0675 -0.0003 
     (per 1,000 births) (0.0015) (0.0010) (0.0015) (0.0006) 
 [-0.357] [-0.034] [-0.326] [-0.001] 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.132 0.752 0.127 0.809 
       Sample size 189,036 189,036 183,727 183,727 
     
Mortality, neonatal -0.105 -0.0154 -0.0962 -0.0041 
     (per 1,000 births) (0.0016) (0.0013) (0.0016) (0.0008) 
 [-0.415] [-0.061] [-0.38] [-0.016] 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.173 0.683 0.169 0.745 
       Sample size 189,036 189,036 183,727 183,727 
     
5-min. APGAR score 0.1053 0.0117 0.1009 0.0069 
(0-10 scale, divided by (0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0011) (0.0011) 
100) [0.506] [0.056] [0.485] [0.033] 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.255 0.663 0.248 0.673 
       Sample size 159,070 159,070 154,449 154,449 
     
Ventilator incidence -0.0837 -0.0039 -0.081 -0.002 
     (per 1,000 births) (0.0015) (0.0017) (0.0015) (0.0016) 
 [-0.228] [-0.011] [-0.221] [-0.005] 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.052 0.706 0.05 0.716 
       Sample size 189,036 189,036 183,727 183,727 
     
Ventilator >= 30 min. -0.0724 0.0006 -0.0701 0.0016 
     (per 1,000 births) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0014) (0.0012) 
 [-0.252] [0.002] [-0.244] [0.006] 
     
       Adj. R-squared 0.063 0.724 0.062 0.739 
       Sample size 189,036 189,036 183,727 183,727 
See notes to Tables I and II.  The data come from the 1989-1991 Linked Birth-Infant Death Detail Files and the 
1995-2000 HCUP Inpatient Database for New York and New Jersey.  The first two columns use samples that 
include twin pairs in which one or both twins either had a congenital anomaly at birth or whose cause of death was a 
congenital anomaly.  The second two columns exclude these twin pairs from the analysis.  The HCUP data do not 
contain information on congenital anomalies.  The standard errors are in parentheses and are corrected for 
heteroskedasticity and within-twin-pair correlation in the residuals.  For APGAR score, the coefficients are scaled 
up by 100.  Numbers in square brackets indicate effect size in terms of standard deviations of the outcome per 1 
standard deviation in birth weight (667 grams).  There are no other variables included in the regressions. 



Table IV: Piece-wise Linear Spline Estimates of the Effect of Birth Weight on Hospital Costs and Infant Health 
 

Dependent variable Hospital costs  Ventilator (any)  Ventilator (> 30 min.)  APGAR (5-minute)  Mortality (1-year) 
Units  Dollars  Usage per 1000 births  Usage per 1000 births  Score times 1000  Deaths per 1000 births 
  per gram  per gram  Per gram  per gram  per gram 
Birth weight                
Segment Percent Pooled F.E.  Pooled F.E.  Pooled F.E.  Pooled F.E.  Pooled F.E. 
                
< 600g 0.18 428.09 247.79  0.7995 0.2718  0.7434 0.2361  12.26 4.41  -0.5754 -0.4400 
  (39.56) (99.35)  (0.0640) (0.1012)  (0.0578) (0.0969)  (0.39) (1.02)  (0.0640) (0.1560) 
                
600-800 g 0.16 186.59 -270.30  0.3027 -0.0052  0.2369 0.0261  9.38 2.19  -2.1122 -0.4197 
  (62.03) (133.79)  (0.1022) (0.0914)  (0.0970) (0.0891)  (0.58) (1.06)  (0.0913) (0.2139) 
                
800-1000 g 0.19 -212.77 -49.75  -0.2164 -0.0772  -0.2136 -0.0549  3.04 0.16  -1.1302 -0.4332 
  (47.89) (67.31)  (0.0863) (0.0797)  (0.0815) (0.0792)  (0.40) (0.81)  (0.0752) (0.1669) 
                
1000-1500 g 0.55 -121.20 -36.88  -0.2216 -0.0005  -0.2124 0.0168  2.12 0.60  -0.2258 -0.1693 
  (7.57) (9.89)  (0.0218) (0.0243)  (0.0201) (0.0232)  (0.09) (0.22)  (0.0144) (0.0336) 
                
1500-2000 g 1.11 -74.27 -24.07  -0.2121 -0.0063  -0.1891 -0.0018  0.98 0.18  -0.0279 -0.0391 
  (2.50) (2.95)  (0.0110) (0.0137)  (0.0096) (0.0118)  (0.04) (0.09)  (0.0051) (0.0123) 
                
2000-2500 g 3.95 -18.19 -3.21  -0.0671 -0.0091  -0.0469 0.0008  0.51 0.14  -0.0146 -0.0113 
  (0.84) (0.89)  (0.0052) (0.0067)  (0.0038) (0.0050)  (0.02) (0.04)  (0.0022) (0.0051) 
                
2500-3000 g 15.54 -5.19 0.58  -0.0206 -0.0009  -0.0128 0.0014  0.27 0.05  -0.0076 -0.0043 
  (1.45) (0.56)  (0.0034) (0.0050)  (0.0020) (0.0032)  (0.02) (0.03)  (0.0020) (0.0034) 
                
> 3000 g 78.31 6.66 1.37  -0.0035 -0.0012  -0.0027 -0.0033  -0.02 -0.02  0.0120 -0.0019 
  (3.31) (0.83)  (0.0033) (0.0053)  (0.0016) (0.0031)  (0.02) (0.03)  (0.0038) (0.0036) 
                
Observations  44410 44410  189036 189036  189036 189036  159070 159070  189036 189036 
 
Costs data come from 1995-2000 NY/NJ HCUP data.  The remaining columns use the 1989-1991 linked Birth-Infant Death files.  Entries are the slope coefficients within each 
birth-weight segment from piecewise linear spline specifications.  The Percent column contains the percentages of all singleton births in 1989 with birth weights in the 
corresponding birth weight segment.  Pooled is ordinary least squares applied to the pooled data.  The F.E. columns include mother fixed effects.  Standard errors are in 
parentheses and are corrected for both within-twin-pair correlation and heteroskedasticity.  There are no other variables included in the regressions. 
 



Table V: Implied Excess Hospital Costs Associated with Low Birth Weight, 
Pooled versus Fixed Effects Estimates 

 
Birth weight Percent of Excess hospital costs 
Segment singleton births Pooled Fixed effects 
      
< 600g  0.18  $51,803 $61,213 
      
600-800 g  0.16  $131,589 $67,816 
      
800-1000 g  0.19  $127,190 $36,846 
      
1000-1500 g  0.55  $74,706 $22,309 
      
1500-2000 g  1.11  $25,137 $6,806 
      
2000-2500 g  3.95  $3,417 $604 

 
The entries represent the average reduced hospital costs associated with increasing an infant’s birth weight from the 
given birth weight category to above 2,500 grams.  These are calculated using the estimated spline coefficients in 
Table 6.  The Percent of Singleton Births column provides the percentages of all singleton births in 1989 with birth 
weights in the corresponding birth weight segment.  The costs figures are in year 2000 dollars. 
 



Table VI: OLS Estimates of Effect of Maternal Smoking during Pregnancy,  
Pennsylvania Singletons 1989-1991 

 
 Coefficient on smoking indicator 
 Unadjusted Adjusted 
Impact on birth weight   
Birth weight -284.8 -203.2 
       (in grams) (2.07) (2.11) 
   
Birth weight < 2500 grams 64.0 34.7 
       (per 1,000 births) (1.04) (1.03) 
   
Birth weight < 2000 grams 19.93 6.30 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.63) (0.62) 
   
Birth weight < 1500 grams 8.58 0.59 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.44) (0.44) 
   
Birth weight < 1000 grams 3.99 -0.44 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.31) (0.32) 
   
Impact on other outcomes   
Gestation length -0.328 -0.079 
       (in weeks) (0.010) (0.010) 
   
Premature birth (< 32 weeks) 13.05 -0.27 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.55) (0.54) 
   
5-min. APGAR score -0.067 -0.010 
       (0-10 scale) (0.003) (0.003) 
   
Ventilator incidence 6.28 1.20 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.45) (0.48) 
   
Ventilator >= 30 min. 2.61 -0.11 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.29) (0.30) 
   
Mortality, 1-year 4.57 0.10 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.36) (0.38) 
   
Mortality, 28 days 1.76 -1.16 
       (per 1,000 births) (0.28) (0.30) 

 
The data come from the 1989-1991 Linked National Natality-Mortality Detail Files.  The sample consists of the 
497,139 singletons born in Pennsylvania between 1989 and 1991.  The table entries are the coefficient estimates on 
an indicator equal to one if the mother smoked during pregnancy.  The Unadjusted column presents the raw 
difference in sample means between smoking and nonsmoking mothers.  The Adjusted column presents the 
coefficient estimates from a regression that includes all of the “pre-treatment” variables included in the propensity 
score model in Figures III and IV (see footnote 36 for the list of variables).  The standard errors are in parentheses 
and are corrected for heteroskedasticity. 
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Figure Ib: Infant Mortality (1-year) and Birth Weight
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Figure IIa: 5-minute APGAR score and Birth Weight
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Figure IIb: Assisted Ventilation (30 minutes or more) and Birth Weight
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Figure IIIa: 

Difference between Smokers and Non-Smokers in Average Birth Weight by the Propensity Score, 
Pennsylvania Singletons 1989-1991 
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Figure IIIb: 

Difference between Smokers and Non-Smokers in Low Birth Weight (<2500 grams) Incidence, 
Pennsylvania Singletons 1989-1991 
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Figure IVa:  

Difference between Smokers and Non-Smokers in Infant Deaths within 1-Year of Birth 
(per 1,000 live births) by the Propensity Score, Pennsylvania Singletons 1989-1991 
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Figure IVb:  

Difference between Smokers and Non-Smokers in the 5-Minute APGAR Score, 
Pennsylvania Singletons 1989-1991 
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Figure IVc:  

Difference between Smokers and Non-Smokers in Incidence of Assisted Ventilation >= 30 Minutes, 
Pennsylvania Singletons 1989-1991 
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Appendix Figure I: 

Average Birth Weight and Infant Mortality Rate for Twins and Singletons, by Gestation Length 
Note: Linked Birth-Death certificate data, 1989 

 


